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THE NATIONAL CENTER MISSION STATEMENT

The National Canter for Research in Vocational Edue.ation's mission is
to increase the ability of diverse agencies, institutions, and organizations
to sohie educational problems relating to individual career planning,'
preparation, and progression. The Nationaftenter fulfills its mission.by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and products

Evalualing individual program needs and outcomes

Providing information for: national planning and policy

Installing educational programs and products

Operatitig information systems and services

Conducting leadenship development and training programs



PREFACE

As part of its ongoing effort to present the views of nationaLand international leaders in
vocational education, tilt National Center for Research in Votational' Education is pleased to present
a spekh by Dr. Clive Elooth, assistant secretary (planning), Depertment of Education and Science'
"in England.

Educated in both ,England and tl;'e United States, Dr. Booth holds bacheldr's and maste4 degiees.
from Cambridge University. He received d second master's and his doctorate from the University of
California at Berke*. He distinguished himself early in his academic carper.by" receiving Trinity College
prizes for three ConSecutive years, and he was named Harkness Fellow of the COmmonwealth Fund, .*
New York, from 1973 to 1975.

Dr. Booth'has held various positions in the Department of Education and Science. He has served
in the Fdrther Education branch, Schools branch;the Science branch, and the Architects and Building
branch. In 1975, hewas appointed private secretary to the secretary of state for education, Mr. Mu Iley,
and in 1976/to Mr. Mulley's successor, Mrs. Shirley Wil Harris. In 1977 he became head of the division
responsibk for the education and training of young workeu and for' managing the relationship between
the education service and the Manpower Services Commission. As assistant secretary for planning,
Dr. Booth has responsibility for general oversight of planning Work in the, department.

tti t)is speeeh, Dr. Booth focuses on the challenges of,providing employment-related education
and training for young people.. A brief outline of the educational system in England is presented.
Dr. Booth follows this with a discussion of some of the changes recently instituted or proposed which
arp designed to help young people make a smoother transition between formal education and the
demands of the wocking world.

r

One of the proposals currently under consideration is a plan to,shorten the apprentice'ship period
by substituting qualifying ekarninations for a portion of the traditional four-year apprenticeship.
Dr. Booth also discusses the Youth Opportunities Program;implemented in 1976, which is providing
on-the-job experiences for great numbers of British youth. With encouragement bovernment, the
education and industrial communities are finding ways of working together tololve.lconimon problems.

On behalf of The Ohio State University and the National Center, I take great pleasure in
presenting Dr. Booth's speeih, entitled "Education and Training in England: Some Problems from a
Gewernrnent Perspective."

0

Nar,

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
National Center for Research in

Vocational Education
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, EDUCATION AIOD TRAININC1 IN ENGLAND:
SMAF PRoillims inotkkooygRNMENT PERSPECTIVE__

.

IntrOdu;tion

(Earlier this Niear you spent pne of these sessions in the company f r. Keith Hampson,
Member of Parliament, a leading Conservative Party commentatofon ication affairs. He gaye
you a candid and often critical appraisal ofthe relationship between school and work in Britain. He
talkkd about the school curriculum, attitudes to work anti:industry, the possibilities for gNing school
education a stronger"vocational thrust, the %le of official agencies, and careers education: I want to.
avoid traversing too much of the same grOund'in this talk; but you may wish to raise some of Dr.
Hampson's spncerns in discussion afterward Let me just ethphasize that my perspective is personal,
andas a civil servant:nonpolitical.

First:a word about my own duties. For most of rme working lifet have served in a variety of
administrative roles in the Department of Education and Scieoce (DES). Until July I w'as concerned
with the role of the edu&itipn systeM in responding to the needs of young people age sixteen to '-

,eighteen. Since July I have been secrelary to the top committee in the DES planning organization
which is known as the Policy Steering Group. In 1978, this group authorized a major program of
work on the broader-context .of educational planning, incluging a.series of seminars with other
government departments on the long-term policy developments in their respective field; with
possible implications for educational policy. The Policy Steering Grtup als6 works on the longer-
term outlook for public expenditure on education, includinthe developmenttif a demographic
foTecasting model, and the commissjoning of Scenarios frorh a small number-of dutscde experts and

,comMentators: , ,

f'd like to interjeA,a word about the ofganization of education and trainirlg in the United
Kingdbm. What I am about to say contains some necessary generalizations Which I think are
excusable-to avoid-introducing too much detail. My department has the cintral government respdn-
sibility for education in England, and the Department of EmployMent has a parallel responsibility
for training. Many programs in the field of training and occupational placement are, devised and ,
executed for the government by the Manpower Seevices Commission, which I'll say mpre about

. later, although training is still regarded as being primarily industry's responsibillity.

Moit children attend schools (prirnary schools Itrom age fixe to eleven and secondary schools
from eleVen tosixteen or eighteen) provided at public expense and administered by elected local
authorities. These are multipurPose in the sense of providing various otherlocal services unconnected
with education. About 60 percent of the total funds expended by these authorities is covered by a
block grant calculated by a ayzantipp formula few profess to understand fully but which depends

-bn measures of the needs of the authorities'and of their abilitY to raise income from local property
taxes. These local authorities. (I shall call them LEAs for short from now on) build schools, employ
'teachers, and so on. They also provide postschopl education in colleges of yarious kinds with some
cou ses.going to a first degree lever and beyond. Although the LEAs have a fair degree of autonomy,
th y have traditipnally looked to the central government for guidance in developing the education



. -
system..Central government can exert some legislative controls over local government, but in
-general these have been climiniShing as the years have gone b/ and the new governrifent has recently
,proMised to abandon over 300 different controls.

The uniuersities are self-governing but depend f9r much of their revenue on government from
0. which they are insulated by it -pody called the University Grants Committee, which distributes

their funds.
44-

Developments in Edpcation ana Training

4

When thinkin.g about what I should disculis with you today, it occurred to -me that the ground
to be covered was so enormous that I would have to.be highly selective. At the same time, I wanted
to give you some impression of.the wide range of subjects that have been the concern of gqvernmeet
during the last three years. The upshot is the personal selection of events since October 1976 which

.

lhave circulated. This shows how iviele-ranging the preoccupations of governTenf have been.
Notable among this list bre xtions concerned with standards of achievement in schools, the transi-
tion froth school to work, the quality of the teaching force, youth uhemployment, the training of
people for skilled occupations, and so on. From among this super-abundance of topics I want to
speak on two themes: the effects of demography and the education and training of young people
age sixteen to eighteen.

The political and economic background is something no one concerned with the future of
putlic servites can afford to ignore. The Western economies are.likel.y to see little or no.economic
growth for.the next year or so aS,the recession deepens. Furthermore, public willingness to joot the
bill is in doubt. You hwe your tax-cutting movements; we have a new Conservative government
which Fame to power on a manifesto which promised cuts in public expenditure and taxes4althoUgh
it also Alowed concern for the quality of education and the need for higher standards of achieve-
ment in basicAills). This meanswe are goifig.to have to manage our resources more efficiently in
the future. We shall have to do so at a time wben demographic trends will make it harder to run an
efficient system than hitherto, as I shall attempt to show.

October 1976

January 1977,
4

Spring 1977 '

May 1977

June 1977

July 1977

)3 Personal Selection f Some
Important Education and Training Events

Since October 1976

Prime Minister launches the "Great Debate" on education.

Announcement of rnOch reduced teacher training'system.

Regional conferences on education.

H011and report, "Young People and Work," published by the Manpower
Servicei Commission (see also next entry4.

'Youth Opportunities"iprogram for young unemployed annou6ced by
government.

"Education in Schools, a Consulta4ve Document" published by the Secretary
of State for Education and Science. Major propoials included

7 1. review by local authorities of the curriculum;

2. agreement on.the.framework for the curriculum, including whether a
"core".should be recognized;

4,

2
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September 1977

October 4977

November 1977

3. development of diagnostic tests for assessing individual pupils;

4. continued development of national monitoring in Engliih language,
'mathematics, and science;

5. higher entry sthndards for teacher training coUrse;

6. ri4ore induction and ,inservice training for teathers;

71urthgr_effetqc, WA:lose the_gap-betweea schoel ancLiivorici-ng- tifa.

Publication pf the report of the Taylor committee on the management and
.government of schoo,ls, entitled "A New Partnership for Our Schools."

First meeting of Advisory Council for Adult and Continuing Education.

Publication of "A Study of School Building" based on a tw6-iear official
investigation on school building policy during a period of population decline.

_Nokiember-1977 "Training for Skills: A Program for Action" published by the Manpower
Services Codimission.

February 1978 ."Higher Education into the 1990s" consultative paper issued-.

April 1978 Engineering Industry Trainiitig Board proposals for reform of craft apprentic-e-
ship.

April 1978 Reorganization 0 the Manpower Services Commission,

May 1978

.11111/4

Ma'y 1978

Publication of the report of the oommittee on the Education of Handicapped
'Children and Young People, entitled "Special Education Needs."

Assessment-of performance unit national Survey of ten-year-old pupils'
performance in mathematics. (Another survey, on fifteen-year-olds, followed'
in November.)

July 1478 (Report
on, a single examination atAixtee'nto replace the General Certificate of

Edudation and Certificate of SecoNdary Education.

September 1978 Creation of a committee of inquiry to investigate the teaching of mathematics
in schools.

September 1978 Publication of "Primary Education in England " a imajer report by Her
Mejesty's inspecfors on the primary schooli.

Microelectronics development program announced.OCtober 1978

October 1978 Manpower Services Commission review of the training Opportunities Scheme
(TOPS).publisbed. .

.-,
,.

Janyary.1979 Consultative pape'r on education and training of sixteen- to eighteen-year-olds'
issued.

)

Apil 1979 Publicatir of a consultative paper on the vocational preparation of young
people, "A Better Starvin Working Life."

Ap il 1979
. Manpower Services Commission review of the t mployment and Training Act

of 1973 (intluding the Industrial Training Board system) instit d

Report of the Finniston Cqmmittee on Engineering:
Report on secondary education by Her Majesty's inspectors.
Report-on the loca4 authority review of the school curriculum.

Expected
lates.1979:

1

3

v.
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DemograPhy

Few discussions of educational trendsfet fir these days before the subject of demography'
intervenes. Small Wonderas Chart A shows, the birthrate plunged from 1965 and even more
steeply from 1971, only turning up again in 1978. WhEtt this means for thksdhools is clear from '
Chart C. The total population in schools, having grown from 5 million 41,1946 to a peak at
9 million in 1977, is likely to fall to 8 million in 19i3.1 arui 7.5 million before the end Athe decade.
By 1987 pyimary schbbi rolls-will lie onetii'dbeldwitheir \enakimbm of 1973, an8 twoltItrds'of
this drop has yet to come. Secondary sch Is are expectqd to ieach their maximum eniplinerit in
September 19791and to fall to a minimurri 6f 70 percenfof that by 1993. 4

A whole host of policy problems flow4frour tls phenomenon. I zansolly toucti briefly on a
few. First, many schOol places will be taken out of use. Often' this will ntean#schools abandoning
temporary buildings hastiNi prOvided during the expansion in stuclent numbers. Many schools will
become too small to be viable and will have to close. Experience suggests tat suclirclosures will
often be bitterly fought by parents. This also raises the thorny question of'how far.a "free market"
in parental choice can be allowed to ojerate it,that were fo mean some schools suffering a slow and
lingering death. The government is taking s to allow LEAs.some measure,of control over this
while offering safeguards for, parental choi

Second, the cOit per studeht wiil.rr as the system contracts and we experience the reverse of
economies of scale. Efforts to prevgnyt ctist per student from rising too rapidly (for example,
by reducing teacher numbers in lini witlaJalling rolls) could harm,Ve educational,process..For\ example, larger classes miOt result (although the research evidence on student p&-formance and
class size is not decisive), -and the purnller of electives may have to be reduced. More small pfimary
school's are likely to adopt teaching groups sp'anning more than one year; the evidence we have -

suggests that such mixed-age teaching grouRs are less than ideal. Secondary schools wip be obliged '
to cooperate more, for example, by pooling students wishing to study specialized subjects. This
could imply a more active role for LEAs in influencing the curriculum offered in their schools, .
which would be a departure fpnktraciitional practice for many of them.

N. ,
. ,-- - .

v4 ,
v4 ,

The implications eachers re, of course, profound. Drastic adjustments here had to be
made in the number of her trai ing places. Through a policy of clovres and amaqamations,
thii will have been reduced from over 100,000in 1975 to 36,000 in 1981, six years later. In spite
of an apparent surplus Of teachers in general, shortages of certain specialties (including mathematics,

, business studies, physicirsciertees, anckraft design/technology) persist, and a special program has
had tp be introduced to tyin pi retrain teachers to fithese gaps. Another problem arises from the
far smaller numbers of Peare-Tnteringthe teaching profession. This will be felt in tWo ways: first,
relatively fewer bright and eriergetiC young teachers will be entering the schools tech year. Second,
as the average age of teachers increases, the need for updating and-refresher courses will incredie.

Voluntary School Attendance

School attendance in Britain is compulsory between the ages of five and sixteen. Participatio
of youngsters over sixteen is voluntary, When looking at this area we have to consider the numbejs
willing and able to remain in the education system as well as the total size pf the age group. Th
prop6rtion of pupils staying on at school beyond sixteen has hardly changed since the qrly 1970s,
but more youngsters at sixteen have been moving from school to full-time study irrcolle es of
further education. At the present time almost 30 percept of young people age sixteen yighteen
are in full-time education. A major policy question here is whether we 4houN attempt to rationalize
th'e existing provision between the ichools and c lieges, much of which is probably uneconomic.

14
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CHART B: TOTAOSCHOOL POPULATION
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CHART a: PRIMARY AND SECONDARY:'ED
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Planning for higher education, the name given to baccalaureate studies and courses with
roughly equivalent entrci standards whether they 'are provided in universities or local authority
colleges, has been fraught with uncertainty about the propOrtion of the age group wishirig to
participate. Although the proportion of eighteen-year-olds with the minimum qualifications to
enter higher education has increased from 6 percent in.1960 to nearly 16 percent,Ape proportion
actually entering grew steadily th'rough the '60s, reaching a peak of 14 percent in I972/73. It has
since fallen back to nearly 13 percent: This has meant that we have had to reiiise our projections
for the size oT the higher education population we should plan for in 1981/82 aillfollovst:

197'2 750-,00U-
1974 640,000
1976 - 560,000
1979 544,000

This run of figures should be a Salutary lesson for any long-range planner.

Education and Training for Young People

t.

There has been much public debate aboufwhether we can improve upon the existing arrange-
ments for the education and training of young people. The diagram shows the main pathways
followed by them between the ages of sixteen and eighteen, distihguishing those in school, in
further education (FE), and in employment. I-want to concentrate on some developments affecting
those represented by the wide arrow and the arrows on each side of it; but first, let me explain
briefly what the other arrows represent.

The sharply curved arrow headed O/CSE late-takers represents the people Who take an extra
year to enter for the General Certificate of Education (GCE) ordinary level or Certificate of
Secondary Education (CSE) examinations. The arrow is curvedmbecause, having done this, they will
either exit (via one of the other arrows) into the labor market* remain within the edUc.ation,
system. Moiring clockwise, the next arrow shows those following the "academic route" to thb
,advanced level of the GCE. Next are those I have called non-GCE/CSEyoungsters mainly follow- .
ing a whole host of vocational routes usually leading to.the qualifications of one of our independent .
examining bodies such° as the Technical Education Council or the City and Guilds of London Institute.

There are policy prohlems associated with all.of he groups I have just mentioned but which
time will not allow me to cover. Instead I should o talk about developments in relation to
three important groups:

1. The young unemployed

2. Those who. enter jobs with no significant further education or training
Those who enter employment and have daytime further.education (and
particularly wiithin thii category those entering long-term training as craft
apprenticel)

The Youth Opportunities Program

Unemployment among school leavers began to givg se for concern i0975. Orious
temporary schemes were devised by governmqnt, the Mar1wer Services CommiSsiorviand voluntary
agencies to help the young unirhployed. A report called ""Young-People and Work," pyblished by
the MSC in May of 19,77, concluded that levels of unemployment among school leavergwere
unlikely to fall significantly before the early 1980s. Sharp flUctuations in total unemployment of

ta
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young pegple during the course of each year would continue, and there wouldalso FontinUe to bemajor variations in the scale and nature of youth unempipyment between different parts of thecountry. The.report proposed a comprehensive program for unemployed sixteen- io eighteen-year-
olds bringing together and building upon the temporary programs which wereal!eady,being
developed.

ts

Ail the imyortant recornmendations of the report were accepted by the government, and funds
were made available. The aim of the Yout4Opportunities Programis to offer youngsters oppor-unities that will improve their prospects o obtaining a satisfactory permanent job at the earliest
possible.moment and will provide a real and constructive alternative to unemployment. The YOPbegan in April of 1978, and the target for the first year of full-scale operation (beginning in
September of 1978) was 187,000 entrants to the program. Ihis number was based on an estimateof the number of young people unemployed for six weeks or more over the months when the
ahnual cycle of youth unemployment reached its lowest level. Another major objective was to
ensure that no "Easter leaver" of 1978 who remained unemployed by Easter 194 should be with-out the offer of a suitable Place onthaprogram.-This was known as the "Easter uilidertaking." This
undertaking has meant that /he YOP has been committed to directing the opportunities it provides
towards the young people most in need of them and to offering a balanced and varied range or.
provision.

Four different types of work experience and three different types of work preparation cOurses
are of?ered in the program:

.

1. Work Experience on Employers'eremises. 3:his involves superviied experience in two or morework roles, not just a single job. This is the major element of the YOP and accounts for two-
thiwls of ell entrants (100,000 by the end of March 1979).

2. COrnmunitysService. this is done in hospitals, play groups, old peoPle's homes, Centers for the
handicapped, etc.,or on particular projects such as undertaking a survey of needs for local
serv4res, (in all, 7,500 entrants by the end of March 1979),

3: Project Based Work Experiencq., This often involves outdpor environmental projects for local
authorities (8,500 entrants by the end of March 1979).

4. Training Workshops. This involves making ar;c1selling products (e.g., furniture, toys, horti-
cultural produce) or providing services (4,000 entrants by the end of March 1979).

Work preparation courses take the form of employment induction schemes of two to three weeks,
normally run by employers on their own premises and providing a concentrated form of vocational
assessment (2,4i00 entrants by the end of March 1979). tiort training courses of up to thirteentrweeks provide aining in a'range of occupations up to a semi-skilled level (31,000), and work
introduction courses are provided for the most disadvanta9ed group.

The YOP has just completed its first full year and will be very close to achieving its target of
187,000 entrants. In relation to the numbers of uftemployed in August of 1978, the "Easter
undertaking" has been 99 percent fulfilled. T4e program has not been running long enough for us
to measure its overall success in helping the Oung unemployed to get jobs. But follow-up surveys
of young people leaving work experience courses have keen encoura6ing: over 80 percent were in a
job after seven months, while nearly nine out of ten hadlqad 'at least some employment. Careers
officers generally are convinced of the value of having unemployed young people spend some time
in the YOP to help them obtain a suitable job4Fortunately, the young unemployed are not nearly
so numerous a's the next group l should like to mention.
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. VocatiOnal Preparation altoung People

Every year 200,000 schodl leavers enter jobs which''have no significant education_or trathing
opportunities associated wit them. Tfitse are mainly unskilled jobs in a wide variety of industries
but particularly in the areas of distribution and retailing. In the sene that these youngsters receive
no systematic preparation for working life after leaving school, they are at a disadvantage compared
with both aivrentice and teehnician trainees,and The unemployed who can take-advantage of the
work experience and training opportunities of the YOP.

It is worth asking why these youngsters are, relatively Speaking, neolecfed. One rea th4
the jobs they hold are considered to be undemanding in terms of the manual oraognitive skills or '

personal qualities required. It is therefore assumed that they can,be fUlly prepared for working life
during compulsory schooling or the first few days of work. Another reason is that they are thought
to have reached the limit of their abilitythat dead-end jobs are about all they can cope with. A
third reason, I suspect, is that it is assumed that they will not need to make major job changes during.._
-their working lives, or that if they do, they will ,somehow adjust.

Many people would argue that scAools have a major role in preparing their pupils for adulthood
and working life. That is undoubtedly-true. Most schocA are redoubling their efforts to make their
curriculum more appropriate for, the nonacademic children. But there are bound to be limits to
what schools can do. No amount of work simulati6n or observation, however well designed, can
reproduce the problems that confront a youngster 4or the first time in a real job. So varied are the
oc'cupations entered by young people that specific educational and training needs are certain to
emerge that could not possibly have been anticipated at school even if it were acceptable for schools
to undertake specific vocational education and training. The recognition that considerable improve-
ment in job performanCe can result from strong motivation, a good grounding in the skills needed .

in the wor.k place, combined with the growing complexity of the labor market and the great demands
placed on workers by technological change, convinced the British government that it should .encour-
age an experiment in extending planned provision for these youngsters. The term that has been
ado.pted tO cover-the integral program of education, training, and job experience which they need
is vocational' ilreparation.

In Jul9 of 1976, an experimental program was launched ander the title "Unified V9cational
Preparation." The term "unified" was used because, as the government statement issued at the
time said;

at least part of the'trouble is.attributabie to the separate development of
education.and training. For many young people entering the world of work,
the only avgtable supplement to minimal on-the-job training has been
part-time further education of a kind which is associated in their minds
with school and which they are inclined to reject as being no longer appro-

. priate for them. To engage their interest and win the support of their
employers, a new and unified approach is required.

, The experiment, known as the UVP program, offered funds to bodies wishing to provide
experimental schemes for young workers in the target group. A small payment was also made
available to employers to allow their young employees to take part. Since the inception of the
program, over 160 exPerimental schemes have been run covering shops, offices, hotels, O-fruit and
vegetable market, food processing, the chemical and engineering industs, paper packaging, and
the Post Office, among others'. Industrial training boards and local Authority colleges-Nve both
responded to the invitation,to organize schemes.
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Wehave learned a great deal from the OVI? program. Among the main lessons ire these. First,
youngsters in this group span a yery wide range of ability-which has ofteninot been recognized .

during their formal schooling: SeCond, motivation to learn can be dramatically increased when the
youngiter sees how the program relates to his or her needs at the work place. Third, new learning
styles are needed. Many of these people are suspicidus and hostile towards teaching methods that
remind them of school. To arouse their motivation, we need to start from the actual `experience of
the young people themselves. Participative teaChing methods, group discuisions, project work, games

..and simulations, and the téaching of specific problem tackling techniques all have a part to play. It
follows from this that the teachers also need to0eVelop new skills.

4
The content of most UVP schemes has tended to retlect four overlapping areas:

1. Inductionto the job, to the organization, W the industry, and to working life
generally.

2. Basic job skill and knowledgecovering a wide range of employer-specific job skillt
end transferable-skittsrespeciaffy those-which-are retevant-tottIalTging empliby-Mbnt
patterns. Youngpeople need to be adaptable, and their initial vocational preparation
should lay the 'groundwork for that both by developing skills and by promoting
understanding of thelridustrial'and economic context and tkeir role in it.

3. "Social" skillsthose skills needed when dealing with other people, both at work and
in private life. At wock they include gettingon with work mates and work ingas a
membei- of a team.

4. "Life" skillsthose skills required in daily life; e.g., familiarity with essential
services, handling money, etch

Although the UVP program is continuing until 1981, the last government feltthat sufficient
information had been learned from Unified Vocational Preparation and from the Youth Oppor-
tunities Program (which Ave some elements in common) to enable them to,offer proposals in a

major consultative paper in April 1979 under the title "A Better Start in Working Life." The new
g'overnment has said that it would welccime views on this document which contains the following
main proposals: ,

1. The government should make a commitment to the progressive development of
soundly based systems of vocational preparatiOn.for all young employees who have
just left school.

2. "Traineeships" for young people in their early months at work should be developed
and formally recognized in,the same way as apprenticeships. These traineeships,
typically 9f about three to six months in duration (though some 'would be longer),
would provide vocational preparation in an integrated program Of education and
"training both on and off the job. A certificate recording thelontent and coverage of
the program would be issued on completion of the traineeships.

3. The traineeships should be provided in a joint enterprise between the training and
the education services. The industrial training boards (lTBs) would be the natural
focal point for developing the traineeship programs for their sectors. Tbelocal
authority further education colleges would have a vital role in the program,,especia4ly
in providing the off-the-job element of vocational preparation.

M

The consultative document went on to make other points about finance, machinery, and timing.
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We shall not know until The end of this year what the government's response to the program
'has been nor, indeed, what outside bodies that have been consuAd think of the.proposals. Never-'.
therm, they are significant in my view because they represent die first occasion on which cfent1-4
government in Britain has formally recognized Ole possibilitV of the eventual infrodpctipn 'Of
systematicvpcatiooal preparation for all yopng people.

Ski lted Young People and Craft Apprenticeship

.For as long as most people can remember, there have been shortages in the suOly of highly
skilled people of ondkiRd orianother needed by industry. In its 1977 report entitled "Training for
Skills," the Manpower Services CoMmission observed that shortages in traaitional skills areliable
to occur in spite of high levels of unemployment. They pointed put that many-factors other than
inadequate training make it difficUlt to find the right person for a vacancy at the right time and in:
the right place. Such factors /nclude ernployment legislation, pay relativitieS, increased fixed labor

-costs, and s9 on. The report showed that a widespread consehsus emerged -from the-si:ficve-yi-the-,--
,MSC conducted of employers and unions. Most people regarded as particularly important (1) the

systematic entry of Young people into long-term.training arid.associated further edumation; (2) the
encouragement of training and retraining opportunities for adults; and (3) the need fa the form,
content, and duration of training to be based on satisfying both industry's needs and those of the
individual.

The "Training for Skills report proposed a four-stage process. First, industry and commerce
would draw up realistic-plans to" assess their manpower.needs, particularly areas threatened by
serious skill shortages. Secondly, the MSC would bring together for joint action the industrial
training logards if a particdlar skill shortage affected several industriei Third, the 1TBs and other
corlipetent organizations would identify cases in which, in their view, the achievement of key
training objectives would be possible withoOt additional help. Where it could be showh that a
sectorswas seriously tackling its training problems and making full use of all the means-available to
it, the MSC would consider whether additional funds could be made available to enable key training
objectives to be achieved.

As a result of the program for action set out in the report, there has been a very substantial
reappraisal of training needs by much of industry and commerce. Hdik far additional fynds will be
available in the future from the MSC in support 9f this area will only be known when the new L
government's expenditure plans become public, but we can be fairly sure that they will want to
rely more upon theself-interest of industry in training sufficient numbers of skilled people, reserving
the "Training for Skills" machinery a's.a back-up.

Concern about the entry of young people Into long-term training also stimualted a major
training board, the Engineering Industry Training Board, to publish proposals_last year for wide-
ranging'reforms of craft apprenticeship in their induStry., in its Information Paper 49, the EITB -
observed that the pre4sent annual intake of engineering craft apbrentices of about 21,000 was
insufficient to meet the need for fUlly trained flexible craftspeople in the futOre. The-EITBi wanted
to find ways of reversing the decline in the intake of apprentices. The paper suRgested that one of
the reasons for declining recruitmentiwas that sixteen-year-old school leavers were deterred by the
prospect of a four-yeAr apprenticeship. (Craft status at present depends only 6n time served.) The
EITB therefore suggested that performance should be the criterion for achieving craft status. It '

recommended that as quickly as young people could get through the required tests they should be
recognized as competent craftspeople and paid at the craft rate (subject to*reaching a minimum age
of eighteen).
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From the educational viewpoint, ah interesting aspect of the proposals was that the amount
of time needeq in the early part of training might Lk reduced by bringing-some work into the last
staKof secoridary education. This would apply particularly to mathkmatios, applied sciences,
technology, and craft practiCe. Although there wasaigreat deal of strong support for the principle
cif improving the 'relationship between school and iddustry to achieve getter continuity in the

1 learning prodess, concern aboo the practicality of the proposals was widesPread. It was felt that
the education system did not have the teachOrs, the expertise, or the equipment to take on the job
of offering courses of the kind proposed by the board. For example, schools were reported to be
seriously short of craft teachers even for the limited numbet of craft courses offered at pr.esent.
Othev observers felt that it was not possiblewlz the education system to deVelopin the trainees the
right attitudes about some aspects of the worZ`of work such as discipline, getting to work on time,
and safety. A further criticism was that work done at school should be broader in concept thad a
program aiming at a'specific vocation. Some felYthat encouraging youngsterst,p choose their career
too early could be a serious mistake. In spite of these criticisms, it is interesrinto note that, through
the EITB's consultations, a number of local schemes came to lIght whereby schools and local firms
were cooperating in assessing training needs and in making appropriateadjustments on both sides.

.1%

Oth r aspects of the proposals (an into difficulty. TrQdle unionists were not convinced that
competen tening cou)d be a coimplete substitute for a defined period of apprenticeship. They
were also iorried that any change which resulted in the shortening of the period.of apprenticeship
might lead to a decline in craft standards and consequently in the status of craftspeople. Although
the EITB is'now reconsidering its stance, I think we can expect other proposals for the reform tf
apprenticeship as changes in the organization and technological pace of industry increasingly reveal
the need for change.

I haVe tried to give you a brief overview ol a number of problems.which are of concern to us,
/ at present, in England. I hope it hies given you:some insight into where our worries and also where

our hopes tie.

4
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QtPESVIONS AND ANSWERS

Question: I needsome additional information and clarification about MSC and CSE and GCE.
Would'you please explain these abbreviations? -

First of all, the MSC stanils for the Manpower Services Commission, wbich was set up in 1973.
It is a tripartite body in the sense that the comthissioners represent industry employers, industry.
trade unions, and local government in three more or less equal Parts. There is also a representative
of the professional teachers, the teachers most concerned with vocational education training, The
Manpower Services Commission is charged primarily with the promotion of training and placement.
But lately, because of ,the great interest in youth unemployment, they also have been given the,
task-&-wovtctingtrograms-that-willenable-youtigsters-end-alsOadult-s-to-come out of unemploy-'--- --
ment into productive occupations by giving them the opportunittes for training or 'retraining that
they need.

The, MSC has three main operational divisions. The one responsible forsplacement is called the
Employmerft Servites Division. This division runs the job centers which ar,,t4ocated in every major ,

town and many minoi towns; thlre are some thoosands of them around tkeduntry. These centers
are similar to your state employment offices. Employers notify the centereof vacancies and people
can go in off the street/ look at the vacancy offers>and follow up any that16ok promising.

The second major operational division is called the Training Services Division. This is the one
responsible for industrial and vocational training policy, and it maintains very close relationships ,
with the industrial training boards which I mentioned several times during my talk.

The third division is called the Special Proiams Division. This is the one that implements the
Youth Opportunities Program which I mentioned as well 'as certain other programs for people with
special needs.

a

The MSC has grown vervapidly in the six yeart.of its existence. It is now an organization with
a very large budget, and I think it has achieved an important Position in the system. Its future will,
depend to some extern on the review of certain quasi-governmental agencies being conducted by
ihe presen,t government. There is some oPpositibn by the present government to large-spending
,public agencies, but I think the MSC has a fairly secure future.

As for the two other abbreviations, the CSE stands for the Certificate of Secondary Education,
the GCE is the General Certificate of Education. Thskone which may be familiar to some of you is
the second of those, the GCE. This examination'tiaso levelsthe ordinary level, normally taken
at sixteenand ihe advanced level, normatly taken at eighteen. It is a national system in the sense
that it is v4ilable all over the country and has national recogrlition, although it is operated by
regional examinint boards. The General Certificate of Education has been the route taken by young-
sters in the upper 25 percent or so of the ability band, those who going into the universities or
other higher education or' into certain mbre sophisticated types bf mployment. The CSE, the
Certificate of Secondary Education, we's introduced to provide for the needs of lower-level ability
groupsthose roughly betweerVe twenty-fifth and sixtieth percentiles of ability. The CSE offers

a
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less demanding examinations in a clfferent rangepf subjects. The schools also have the.option of
'setting their own examinations subject to external validation in the CSE "mbde three." -

-

I think it is ihteresting to compare our national examination system with the situation you
have here. The prbblem we have faced with the, national examination systei.i thatthe schools
tend to concentrate rather too much attention on the demands of the examinations because this is
the main manner,by which their performance can be judged, The inspectors of mi.' department will
be putting out a report later this year suggesting that schools need to be somewhat less exam-oriented.
By contrast, in the Statei you seem to have the oppbsite problem (at least this ks wtfat I heard in
California). That is, there is.no national system by which the performance of the schools.can be
judged and through which individuals can compete With one another. Consequently, there seems to
be a lack of confidence in the quality of high school graduates and differences of opinion about
whata graduatecertificate actually means or whether it has any'meaning at all. So I think we have
different experiences, both of which have their problems.

Question: Did the teachers in your experimental Unified Vocational Program come from
teacher preparation institutions, or did they come from business, industry, anti_
'labor? 0-

The great majority of them have come from the education side. Most were teachers who had
been working in the colleges of further educationthe local authority colleges-zwhich play a major '
part in our vocational education system. But there have also been som% teachers coming in.from
industry. Very often, in fact, there has been teamwork with the teachers from the education side
plannin4 the program jointly with the pebple concerned with trainingtand staff develppment within
indOstry.

Question: .0ne of the recorAmendations you cited in regard to the same program was that the
traineeships should be provided jointly by the education sector and the training
sites. Who would.be responsible for governance of the programs? And since the
program intends to motivate learners through r,elating more to their needs, who
would be eesponsible for mediating the situation between thetwo agencies so that
learner needs are met?

That is a very good and leading question. Although the details have not yet been worked out,
the concept we have is that the industrial trainindboardsand the colleges would Work together to
devise individual programs at the local level, but they would do 50 withil the broad framework of
guidelines laid down nationally by the industrial training boards and by national representptives of
the education service. There might well be some kind of national advisory body serving as a watch-
dog to ensure that these programs become neither tbo`education-oriented nor too industry-oriented.
There would have to be monitoring of that kind.

As for mediation between the two agencieswell, I hope it'never comes to mediation. By and
large we find in our existing system, in which responsibilities are distributed among a range of'
bodies, thatlaeople can and do work together without coming into serious conflict. But if there
wele trouble, then the national machinery, the sort of natieinal committee which I mentioned a
few mon-lents ago, would be the body through which we would attempt to mediate. But in practice,
the peacemaking would be done "behind the scenes" since that is'where most effective mediatidn
is done.
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Question: Isn't it possible that you coufd have a collaborative effort between education and
industry and still totally neglect the needs of the learner? In other words, education
'and induMry could agree on the norms of the program and socialize'the learner to
those norms.

Yes, I think one has to admit that risk an d be sensitive to it. However, this is the kind of
problem you can onlykork on in the early stages of an ongoing program. I hope that we could
identify this problem kirly on,, if it were to exist, and that tI)is would be one of.the bugs we could
get out of the system if it were fqund.

Questi&:.

S.

It seems to me that it would.be fairly easy to think qf this.as a problem simply of
structural unemployment. There is a presumPtion that the economy is generating
enough jobs to take care of the job seekers, providing that they are "properly

. trained." Supposing that education did its job superlatively, beyond your wildest
dreams, and did everything perfeci\ydo you have any estimates abtut the number
of remaining unemployed?

a/We,

That is a 'big question..FirStof all, I think'there is growing acceptance of the idea that Whet
we have is structural unemployment, and we are seeing majeand longer-term Changes occufring in
the labor market. There wals great reluctance to accept this two or three years back, but I think that
as the months go by, it eeomes clearer that the situation is partly one in which thp labor market
is generating jobs that ce- ire vnedium'ancttigh levels of skill and that the number of jobs requiring
little or no skill is diminis ing cluite Tapidlyt,We can see this in our figures for job vacancies offered
throygh the job center system which I mentioned earlier'. Andin principle, at any rate,.we could go
a long way simply by taking the people who are presenlly irthe lbor market with little or no,,

. skills and giving them the skills that are in demand froM industry.
,

.

However, having done that, I think it. is also very true i,ffik.there are a number of other quite,

serious problems, apart from the level of training and edeoftion that is available. These are problems
like the mobility of labor. We probably have a mcire serious problem of labor mobility than the .

United States has, although I suspect that you also have yoUr prof:0ms. PeorSie are very reluctant
to move from their home areas in order to geta job. Even when you give them various kaducements
to move, they still find it very difficult to'break family ties.

-a

There are also labor practice constraints and r'estrictions impoted by trade unions. There are i

1pay and condition problems. In particular, at -the present t m e, the differential between the skilled
worker and the unskilled worker is a controversial issue. T e tendency of the big unions, which
represent unskilled workers, lids been to push for higher pay levels which are now approaching the
level of skilled worker-pay. This has.a denioralizing effect on the skilled worker who wonders,
"What is in this for me? Rather than be a lathe turner I could driVe a taxi, make as meich money,
and work my own hours."

I thrnk these types of problems have,to do mainly with the mismatch that is occurring in the
labor market at the moment. But even if we had a perfect education and training system, I am %Lire
we wou4d.still have a moderately serious problem of unemployment. Hdwever, as.far as I am aware,
nobody lias estimated exictly what the numbers would be.
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Question: In discussing the Youth OpportunitiesProgram, you mentioned a very small number,,.. qf students'involved in community, service. Are there obstaclesto increasing youth
p\articipation in this area? -

f

I am not's° sure it is a question of Obstacles. Let me put it this way: there has been a preference
for giving youngsters in the pro9rarn-opportunities in the private sector because this seems to be
important in terms of making,these people feel they are getting a "refl" work experience and not
something artificially created by some weffare agency. I think that is Ihe first important point to

.bear in mind. As I Mentioned, 80 percent of the'Olacement has been in the private sector.

The second point is that there is a limitto the amount of community service work that can
begenerated without the cost becoming prohibitive. If this part of the program becomes too large,
special agencies haveto be created just to run the community service element of the program. To

-put that in the broader context, there is a limited number of apencieshospitals, old people's home:.,
and so on,in which 'to place participants in this provram. There is a limited extenttokwhich these

- agencies can provide useful experiences for unemployed young people.and still carry on their essen-
tial functions. We Wouldn't want to get into the situation where we were disruPting the work of the
hoSpitals, the centers for the handicapped, and so bn. So I think there are several legitimate reasons
Why communitV iirvice has not been a bigger part of the program.

Question: As you probably have discoVered in your travels in this country, we re concerned
about the role of vocational education versus the rolg of the Department of Labor
in the vocational trainin of young pedpl.e. In your c000try, is there a. similar
'problem of definition of ppropriate rbles between the edudators.gnd the Ministry
of Labor?

. Yes. In England we haveAraditionally been-divided on this question. Essentially we have found
ourselves in either of two different camps: (1) the,peoole wbo see,themselvesps primarily on the
education sideof the divide, and (2) the people who find themselves primarily on the labor market
side of the divideb; and these are two quite different perspectives. They are, i sdppose, both valid in
their own way, and yet, historically; there has been, mistrust, suspicion, and difficulty.in working
between the agencies, whether on the national level or ?he local level. !think this is improving quite
rapidly in the sense that both sides are becoming increasingly aware that we are dealing with a
common problem, and if wegdon't get'together, the problem is going to get worse. Certainly it yvill
not get better. I might add that the experimental program in Unified Vocational Education was a
joint program involving my own department and the Department of Employment, and I think that
is a good example of how we have managed to work together.

I think your cluelstion enthodies the idea that there could be some kind of.threat td the status
of workersinvolved in vocational education training, that there are feelings of insecurity. The job is
so big that we feel there will be plenty of room for everybodythat nobody needs to feel too
threatened about bis or her status. But there may well be tension as we get a greater consolidation
and more cooperative efforts acrosi the divide. It is inevitable that people on one side will compare
their pay scales and conditions With people on the other, and they will see that they'are different
for various traditional reasons. We are going to have quite a lot of friction about that,,end it will be
an issue for the eighties, I am sure.

111.,..
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Question: To what extent is the immigration and emigratien of the members of the tat* ferce
a problem in England? If you do'have an expatriate group of people within your
country, what services do they receive, if any, in.tIrms of trainin6 and preparation
for employment?

To answer your.first question, emigration of native English ab?oad is relatively small and has
been especially in thelast few years because of 'world recession. JObs have not been available in
Places like Canada, the Uniteq States, and Australia which traditionally have been places which *
English people have fled to, agd it certainly is not having a critical effect on the supply of skills.- 11

in answer to youri second queStion about irpmigration, our immigration has been largely of
people from the West !Indies and Asikand wehave had programs to help them establish their
knowledge of English-46. gain a foothold in the labor market. Againimmigration from these areas
has been decreasing, partly because immigration in general has been slowing down because of
restrictions imposed upon it. That is a hot political issue. I can say that,.at the kesent time, we
have a concern for offering ethnic minorities adequate edvcation anct training fap,itities. I don't
think this problem is quite as acute as I perceive it tOe in the States:During the 1980s we'shall
be turning More and more attention to these groups who will want to work thele way up in the

first ecttred the country. Of courie, their children will be going thrbugh the ducation system and.,
as a result, ought to be able to command "a better position in the labor mark6t when they come of
age.*

Cleestion: Assuming thek resources are avai able to you, what would you say are your three
most pressing'research problems in the area of vocational education?

On the top9f my list, I would,tfave to put the teaching`and learning styles needed to deaf
with the less able'group. I think we are reasonably confident about how we b-ain people for the
high-level occupations, but we have a lot to learn yet aboul the most effective ways of Offering
learning weriences to young people ih The less able categpries, arid that also includes the disadvan-
taged and the ethnic minorities as well as the lower levels of ability.

As for my second prjority, I think I would want to look at.the content olsome of the existing? 114
Vocational programs to see where they are outdated, because I think many of themdo need to be
regularly refurbished. Although there is a mechanism for doing this through the Industrial Training
Board system, we need to take an independent look at just how effective this is and whether the
training programs are really meeting the increasing demands that are being placed on them in terms
of repidly increasing technological-change.

The third priority, and one that I would want to look at Ver,y closely, is the arrangements we
have made for giving students, while still in school, a better idea of what working life-consists of
and better experiences in this area. I'm referring to the programs we have which are similar to your
experiential programs. I think we are in great need of some systematic evaludtion and appraisal of
these progr.ams, and we need to investigate other ways by which young people could, while still in
school, be made more aware of working life and what that entails. I think we have a long way to go
in this area.
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Questio: My-question relates to the English elementary classrooms which were a model for
the rest of the Western world, especially here,in the United States. How is elementary
.educetion faring at the present time in Britain-f.?

I don't want to sound too convlacent about this, but I befigvh the experience has been
successful and continUes to be successful. We have concerns abt the standarsls of matt teaching
in primary schools, and irldeed at all levels; it is not just a primak/ school problem. We have an
inquiry into the teachng of mathematics underway at the moment. That is a major-national-inquiry
'with an independeni committee. But, in general, I thipk 'many of the'primary school innovations
established in the last decade or so have withstood the test of time well. Modern primary school
education has shown itself to be more than just a pas'sing fashion; the underlying concepts are sound.
Some-feel that we need to stretch pupils perhaps more' than we do, thatteacbers don't have high
enough expectations of them. This was a pc:lint made in the inspectors' report on primary education
which came-out in 1977. But by and iarge, I think we probably)iave fewer problems with that
sector of the system than, we do with-the other sectors.

Question: What do you see as the likely outcome of the effort on.a0prenticeship reform you
rriPntioned earlierthe lac4tstry Trait-ling Rnnrri Paper 49? What do you consirlar
some of the tradeoffs that uliimately may be made between time served and
performance-based completion of apprenticeship?

. in England we hve a longvadition of compromise, and I think this is going to be a classic
example of that. It seeps to Me that we are not yet ready to go completely over to a system which
is so thoroughly oriented towards performance testing as that which was, I bilieve, proposed with
a great deal Of imagination by Joe Won and his colleagues in the I ndustry Training Board. I think
eventually we shall develop some system in which performance testing would play a larger part.
We will probably have a system that enables craft.apprentices to gain their terminal qualifications
.in less than -the present four-year periodbut not as quickly as the-two years anticipated in that
reportdnd- that will, at the same time, depend partly upon the successful completion of measyre
teits./

*- The unions have a lot.of worries about reducing periods of training, particularly at a time of
high Unemployment, because of the effect they believe this will have on the labor supply. I think
this is one of the mOst interesting areas to watch in the next two or three years.

Question: Is the traineeship program t t you spoke of, in essence, viewed as a substituteto
the apprgnticeship type of program?

The answer is no. It would stand alongside the appren .ceship system. We shall still need the
high-level long-term training of highly skilled apot:entices that occurs at the moment, but where we
have a major gap in our system is with the less able youngsters who are going into the jobs that are,
at the present time,.relatively unskilled ot that require only minimal skills. In the future, because
of the structural changes in the labor market we were discussing, those jobsfincreasingly will require
skill. I, think a sort of hierarchy will develop ith the long-term apprenticeships at one end and
these shorter-term apprenticeships at the othe But certainly we would hope that many of the
youngsters finishing the short-term trainegships roposed in "A Better Start..in Working Life" would
go on to other forms of education and training p ovision because there is, as I said earlier, that
reservoir of talent we have not yet tapped of youngsters who have been turned offray schOol, Given

4the right conditions, these youngsters often show themselves to be capable of a lot more than we 16
ask of them at the present time.
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